Internship Programme
Get real world experience
“Professionally and socially rewarding experience”
Anda-Cristina, Romania, studying International Business and Economics, internship with Budget and Finance

“Unprecedented access to experts in the field”
Melissa, Costa Rica, studied Business Administration, internship with Technical Cooperation

“It was an honour to see our results making a difference in people’s lives, globally”
Ralf, Austria, studying Food and Biotechnology, internship with Plant Breeding and Genetics Laboratory

“Double reward … a paid learning opportunity. This motivates you to do your best”
Kofi, Ghana, studied Physics, internship with Programme of Action for Cancer Therapy

“I got to understand the nuclear industry from a different perspective”
Kazuya, Japan, studying Nuclear Engineering and Management, internship with Nuclear Installation Safety

“A unique exposure to technical excellence”
Mikhail, Russian Federation, studied International Scientific and Technological Cooperation, internship with Nuclear Power Technology Development
THE IAEA AT A GLANCE

The IAEA is the world’s centre for cooperation for safe, secure and peaceful uses of nuclear technologies.

It was created in 1957 within the United Nations family and works with its Member States to “accelerate and enlarge the contribution of atomic energy to peace, health, and prosperity throughout the world.”

Approximately 2300 scientists and technical and administration personnel from over 100 countries work at the Secretariat implementing the IAEA’s programmes.

We have six departments covering work in the fields of Nuclear Safety and Security, Nuclear Sciences and Applications, Nuclear Energy, Technical Cooperation, Management and Safeguards.

The IAEA’s headquarters are in Vienna, Austria. Operational liaison and regional offices are located in Geneva, New York, Toronto and Tokyo. The IAEA also has research centres and scientific laboratories in Vienna and Seibersdorf (Austria) and in Monaco.

For more information see: www.iaea.org

HOW TO APPLY FOR AN INTERNSHIP

Listed below are the requirements to be eligible for the programme. Applicants:

- Must be at least 20 years of age and have completed at least three years of full-time studies at a university or equivalent institution towards the completion of their first degree
- May apply up to one year after completion of their bachelor’s, master’s or doctorate degree
- Must have a working knowledge of English

Applicants must apply to specific internship opportunities posted on the Internship web pages by completing an online Job Application Form.

All applicants must answer the mandatory filter questions and include two signed letters of recommendation. Please note that recommendation letters with electronic signatures are not acceptable.

Applicants who do not comply with the aforementioned guidelines or do not meet the essential requirements for IAEA internships will not be considered.

For more information see: www.iaea.org/about/employment/internships
Common Educational Backgrounds and Internship Opportunities at the IAEA

**Natural Sciences:** Agricultural Science, Astronomy, Biology (Molecular, Radiation), Biotechnology, Botany, Chemistry (Analytical, Bio-, Geo-, Nuclear, Radio-), Entomology, Environmental Science, Food Science, Genetics, Geography, Geology, Isotope Hydrology, Marine Science, Nuclear Medicine, Nutrition, Oceanography, Physics (Bio-, Medical, Molecular, Nuclear, Radiation), Radiation Oncology, Radiation Protection, Soil Science, Statistics, Veterinary, Zoology

**Engineering:** Chemical, Civil, Electrical, Industrial, Mechanical, Mining, Nuclear, Structural

**Social Sciences/Humanities:** Economics, International Relations, Journalism, Law, Library Science, Linguistics/Languages, Philosophy, Political Science, Public Affairs, Public Information, Public Relations, Psychology

**Information Technology:** Computer Science, Graphic Design, Information Science, Management Information Systems, Multimedia, Software Engineering, Web Design

**Administration and Management:** Accounting, Business Administration, Commerce, Finance, Human Resources Management, Procurement

Find out more: www.iaea.org/about/employment/internships

The programme supports the values of workplace diversity and employment equity.